
 

 

 

 

 

    Class 1 Oral’s Questions 
Date: 20 March 2024 
Examiner: Graham Crawley 
Candidate name: Vineet 
Duration: 1Hr 10 mins 
Result: Pass 
 

1. Tell me your examination name. 

2. What are the roles and responsibilities of C/E?(I explained in detail.) 

3. How will you join a vessel as C/E for the first time? 

4. If you have 2 hours for takeover as C/E, what all things you will check? Lots of cross 

questions. 

5. What are you going to check related to your E/R Team members ? 

 

SCENARIO BASED QUESTIONS 

6. You are on a big container ship and it is going to depart from Brazil to South Africa, what 

all things you will check and how will you plan ? 

7. On the way, the plan changes and now the vessel is going to Poland , what will you check 

and action ? 

8. After 2 days of sailing, FO consumption has drastically increased, what could be reason 

and how will you check?( Explained in details, weather conditions, speed, more load on DG, 

SW temp low so more heating to Bunker tank, said by performance I will come to know 

exactly condition of ME. Here lots of cross questions, asked about performance, how to 

adjust timing, bunker report.) 

9. Explain about Bunker report, what and why you will check? 

10. How are you going to report about this increased bunker consumption to office, what all 

data you will attach? 

11. What is condition of class? (I Explained in detail, with example) 

12. What will you do if High Critical machineries fails? 

13. What is NOx technical file, content, use, what all entries we make and under  which 

regulation it comes? 

14. One month After your joining as C/E, vessel is going to Dry Dock, what would be your 

action? 

15. You are getting 380 V shore supply at Dry Dock, will you accept? (Lots of cross questions 

related to Voltage and Dry Dock services.) 

16. Suppose you are on Passenger ship, tell me about hull inspection? 

17. Asked about tail shat inspection, maintenance/removal of liner bearing ? ( Lots of cross 

questions) 

18. There is a big cut in the ship's bilge keel  area, what will you do? 
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19. Suppose 4/E call an tells that there is fire in E/R, what will be your action? ( I explained 

from beginning till release of fixed CO2 system, lots of cross questions.) 

20. What safety/checks you will carry out before releasing fixed CO2 from CO2 room? 

21. Showed me the CO2 diagram and asked about the parts name. 
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